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GIFTWaRe
Rebecca J Mills Designs offers 
a selection of beautiful gifts 
suitable for many occasions; from 
scarves & bags to water bottles 
& stationery, each product 
features a print from Rebecca’s 
collection. Great care has been 
taken selecting suppliers and 
quality materials, to give that all 
important luxe and tactile feel, 

while also being sustainable.
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**Faux Fur eyemask in Mustard (also 
avalible in Baby Pink, Rust and Grey.)
**Kimono in “Grassed”

Faux Fur
Eye Masks
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Baby Pink
With complimenting strap

GREy
With complimenting strap

Rust
With complimenting strap

Mustard
With complimenting strap

These gorgeous super soft faux fur bag will look fabulous with 
any outfit - day or night. Each bag is unique and lined with a 
printed fabric from the Rebecca’s collection, finished with a 

colourful strap complimenting the colours of the faux fur.

Bags
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Mustard

Baby Pink Rust 

Grey 

Collars
These gorgeously super soft faux fur collars 
will look fabulous with any outfit - day or 
night. This faux fur collar is finished with a 
printed fabric tie from Rebecca’s collection.
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WASH BAGS
Luxurious soft feel velvet and heavy satin pouch/wash bags, 
finished with a colourful tassel. Produced in a selection of 
prints from Rebecca J Mills’ collection. Available in small, 
large and weekend size. Tassel colours may vary depending 
on availability. All sizes can be used as washbags or pouches.

fever
3x Sizes

Delicate

3x Sizes

scaled
3x Sizes

PRODUCT 
3x Sizes

scaled
3x Sizes

Magic
3x Sizes
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YOGA Mats
Perfect your yoga poses 
in style on these super 
comfortable yoga mats. 
Printed with 'Dream' or 
‘Scaled 2’ pattern. These mats 
are suitable for any kind of 
workout. They are hygienic, 
robust and made from a soft 

fabric which has been hand 
sewn on to a hessian lattice 
with a 4mm padded non-slip 
base, complete with simple 
carry strap in the same colour 
as the trim of your mat.These 
lightweight and durable mats 

will enhance any workout.

SCARves
Beautiful light silk feel scarves 
available in a selection of prints. 
Finished with lavish long  fringing. 
Dress up any outfit with this 

fabulous accessory.
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Dream
S=10ℓ L=17.5ℓ

Baked 
S=10ℓ L=17.5ℓ

Simply 
S=10ℓ L=17.5ℓ

Scaled 2
S=10ℓ L=17.5ℓ

TOTE BAGS
These totes come in 2 sizes - small and large. 
Comfy and durable with cotton webbed 
handles. The large size is finished with a handy 
inside pocket. All bags come complete with 
a faux fur pom pom fixed around one of the 

straps. (Other prints available.)
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Melt
500ml

Scaled 2
500ml

Simply
500ml

Dream
500ml

Chance
500ml

Block
500ml

Delicate 2
500ml

fever
500ml

DElicate 1
500ml

Scaled 1
500ml

Grassed
500ml

Baked
500ml

BOTTLES
A stylish 500ml drinks bottle, made from BPA free, high-grade 
stainless steel, is a great way to show off your individuality 
whilst remaining hydrated throughout the day. This bottle is 
completely leak-proof and is designed especially to keep hot 

drinks warm and cold drinks cool for long periods.
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BACK PACKS
This brilliant backpack in ‘Scaled 1’ print has plenty 
of room. It incorporporates a large inner pocket, a 
separate section for a 15’’ laptop, a front pocket, and 
a hidden pocket at the back. This backpack is made of 
a water-resistant material, with soft padded mesh on 
the back and black handles which make it perfect for 

daily use or sports activities. 
(Available in “Delicate 1”) 
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This beautiful collection of hair accessories is made up of hair 
bands, hair ties and scrunchies. A selection of Rebecca’s prints 
feature across the range. All items are made from a beautiful 
satin, giving a luxe feel. This collection would look stunning on 

any occasion.

Hair Accessories

Scrunchie
in “Breeze”

SCRUNCHIE
in “Scaled 2”

Hair band
in “Breeze”

hair band
in “Scaled 1”
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Vegan Leather

This collection of stationery has been created with longevity in 
mind. The notebook covers are reusable with every new A4 or 
A5 notebook and the ipad and laptop sleeves are built to last 
and protect. The vegan leather is beautifully textured, adding 
depth and character to these products, while being easy to 

wipe clean.

falling for
x3 notebook in A5/A6

Natures Way
x3 notebook in A5/A6

fancy that
x3 notebook in A5/A6

out there
x3 notebook in A5/A6

Each pack contains 3 notebooks, with each individual notebook 
utilising designs from the same collection to compliment one 
another. The cover of each notebook is digitally printed in the 
UK using 100% recycled paper stock (300 gsm).Each notebook 

contains 36 plain uncoated recycle paper pages (90 gsm).

Notebooks
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Framed Prints
Selected framed giclée prints, with a smooth, white mat 
mount and framed with a renewable semi-hardwood frame 
in white. Prints show in “Dream” and “Baked”. Alternatively 
in “Grassed” and “Scaled 1” prints, framed with a renewable 

semi-hardwood frame in black. 
Available in 3 sizes.
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Notebooks
A5
A4

Vegan Leather
Passport Cover
A5 Notebook Cover
A4 Notebook Covver
ipad 9.7'' Cover
ipad 11'' Cover
Laptop cover 

Hair Accessories
Scrunchie x 2
Hairband
Hair Tie

Keychain

Bracelet

£9.00
£14.00

£18.00
£29.00
£36.00
£22.00
£26.00
£30.00

£14.00
£20.00
£12.00

£14.00

£12.00

Giftware Pricing

Water Bottles

Pouches Wash bags
Small
Medium
Weekend

Eye Mask

Faux Fur Collars

Faux Fur Bags

Scarves

Tote Bags:
Small
Large

Drawstring Bag

Backpack

Yoga Mat

Framed Prints:
21cm x 30cm
30cm x 40cm
50cm x 70cm

£36.00

£24.00
£34.00
£42.00

£22.00

£79.00

£99.00

£49.00

£29.00
£39.00

£29.00

£54.00

£84.00

£32.00
£46.00
£84.00

contact@rebeccajmillsdesigns.com
+44 7867 498082
www.rebeccajmillsdesigns.com
@rebeccajmillsdesigns

For trade enquiries:

David D’Souza
team@rebeccajmillsdesigns.com
+44 7525 785386 

Please contact us to discuss your requirements
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